24” Bag-A-Nut models with Removable Basket

Assembly Instructions

(Please refer to lettered picture on parts list)

1. Handle assembly: remove dowel pin and tape from the 13” cross pipe. Spread handle and insert the small pipe into the black single end fitting. Insert dowel pin into pre-drilled hole and tap with hammer until flush.

2. Attach handle: remove screws from handle ends. Slide handle (A) into openings in side bracket (H) as shown in picture. Bend in the handle must be open upward. Ensure pre-drilled holes line up. Reinsert screws with the #2 drill bit.

3. Attaching basket supports: remove screws from basket supports (E). Slide into openings in side brackets (H) aligning pre-drilled holes and reinsert screws.

4. Assemble double stability bar (D) as shown below.

5. Basket assembly: remove the end cap and excess tape that is on top of the basket shaft. Slide the shaft through the holes on either side of the basket. Place basket on a hard surface and hammer the end cap into the open end of the basket shaft. You may need to push down on the basket end to expose the basket shaft for hammering.

---

**Stability Bar Assembly**

Notice the two ends of the stability bar; Side A has two dowel pins taped to it. Side B has two dowel pins taped to it as well as two fittings that slide down on the pipes.

Remove the dowel pin from the end of the pipe that has the fittings. It is best to do one side at a time so the fittings do not get mixed up.

Slide the fitting off the pipe and insert the pre-drilled end into the pipe from which the fitting was removed. Ensure open end of the fittings are face down on both sides.

Turn fitting until the pre-drilled holes line up. Insert the dowel pin and tap it into place. Repeat with the other fitting.

Attach stability bar (D) to the black fittings already on the cross pipe and remove dowel pins from other end of the stability bar (F)

---

Tools needed: hammer and #2 drill bit ** Video assembly can be found at: youtube.com/user/baganut **